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ABSTRACT: The present study conducted a 2-dimensional numerical simulation using  

the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) method for a Darrieus Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT). 

This study aims to investigate the effect of changing design and operational parameters on the performance 

of the Darrieus turbine. Power coefficient and torque are calculated to observe the turbine's performance, 

and their values are compared in the different Tip Speed Ratios (TSR) and azimuth angles, respectively. 

Therefore, effective parameters such as free wind velocity, chord length, blade number, and airfoil profile 

are investigated. The results show that increasing the inlet velocity and chord length led to an increase  

in the efficiency of the turbine and formation of intense wake flow around the blades; however, increasing 

the number of turbine blades in small TSRs shows better performance, while when the rotor rotations 

number increases, the low solidity turbine with a lower number of blades has more efficiency. Also,  

the NACA0021 airfoil profile had higher Cp than other airfoil profiles and augments the wake flow 

downstream. An optimization method is provided to find the optimal operating and geometric conditions 

to achieve a higher value of Cp. The results show that the highest efficiency of Darrieus VAWT is achieved 

with an inlet velocity of 12 (m/s) and blade chord length of 0.2 (m) for a three-bladed turbine at TSR=2.5. 

It is also shown that Darrieus VAWT operates with lift force and needs an initial torque to start working 

by increasing the values of Cp in the primary TSRs; the turbine's need for initial torque decreases.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Rising concerns about pollution from excessive 

consumption of fossil fuels have led scientists to research 

extracting energy from renewable sources. Meanwhile, 

wind energy was recognized as one of the cleanest 

renewable energy sources [1]. In order to optimize wind 

energy and receive the most available energy, wide 

research was conducted on wind turbines and their types 

to select the most appropriate kind of wind turbine based 

on the geographical conditions of the windy region [2]. 

Also, in some areas, wind turbines are combined with other 

renewable energy production equipment such as solar 

panels to create a hybrid power supply system [3]. Wind 

turbines are classified according to different criteria. One 

of the most important categories has been based on their 

rotating axis, which has divided wind turbines into two 

groups: Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT) and 

Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) [4]. HAWTs 

require a large variety of equipment and components  

to operate, including a pitch system, a yaw system, a tower, 

and a strong foundation, which can remarkably increase 

the cost of building a HAWT [5]. Although the output 

power of conventional HAWTs is much higher than 

VAWTs, their complex configuration, expensive control 

systems and high installation and maintenance cost 

increased the interest in developing VAWTs [6, 7]. 

VAWTs, du e to their structure, have capabilities that can 

produce acceptable power in situations where the HAWTs 

are not able to work and produce proper power. Operating 

at high wind speeds and turbulent wind flow are some 

advantages. In addition, VAWTs are omni-directional  

and do not require a yaw mechanism[8]. VAWTs perform 

better in urban environments due to low noise, public 

safety concerns, and low impact on the environment and 

have overcome the challenge of the ineffectiveness of 

HAWTs in low cut-in wind speed and chaotic wind flow 

in these areas [9]. VAWTs in appropriate sizes can be installed 

on the roofs of houses; however, the height of the surrounding 

buildings and the interaction of the atmospheric boundary 

layer with the different buildings, topography, trees and 

vegetation of the area should be taken into account because 

they affect the aerodynamic performance of the turbine [10]. 

Also this types of turbines can be installed as tidal turbine 

for power extraction [11]. Furthermore, The use of large 

generators due to proximity to the ground for large 

VAWTs does not create design constraints and structural 

strength challenges, making maintenance, operation, and 

installation easier [12]. VAWTs are classified into two 

types, lift-based and drag-based, according to aerodynamic 

forces. Savonius, which operates by the drag force,  

has a lower power coefficient and operates at low tip speed 

ratios but has higher torque, suitable for water pumping [13]. 

Many design parameters such as buckets arc angle, overlap 

ratio and number of buckets affect the aerodynamic 

performance of this type of rotor [14]. The most typical  

lift-based VAWT used as a source of electricity rather than 

mechanical power is the Darrieus [15]. This type has no 

self-starting capability due to symmetrical blade geometry 

and requires external torque to start [16]. Many parametric 

studies have been conducted to improve the aerodynamic 

performance of Darrieus VAWTs and investigate the effects 

of design and operational parameters such as rotor radius, 

blade chord length, airfoil profile type, number  

of blades, wind speed, and flow turbulence model.  

The examination of each rotor with specific geometric 

characteristics changes the number of mesh in numerical 

modeling [17]. Thses studies have been conducted  

to improve the self-starting and performance of Darrieus 

turbines. S.B. Qamar and I. Janajreh [18] studied the effect 

of solidity and observed that the higher solidity leads  

to a higher power coefficient in small TSR ranges and 

improves the self-starting turbine. Furthermore, 3-bladed 

high-chord turbines attain better performance by reducing 

the wake behind the turbine and increasing the output 

torque. Another numerical study has shown that adding 

winglets help VAWT's self-starting ability significantly 

and also increases torque and power production by 

reducing tip vorticities and aerodynamic disturbance [19]. 

The results of an experimental simulation and two-

dimensional CFD study showed that a 3-bladed H-rotor 

Darrius VAWT with the solidity of 35% had  

the best self-starting ability[20]. H.F. Lam [21] observed 

that blade tip and span vortices lead to entrainment and 

turbulence mixing which contributes to wake recovery. 

This phenomenon causes low torque production of blades 

at downstream. M. Ghasemian [22] investigated the effect of 

airfoil shape and showed that thicker airfoils are more efficient 

due to their better stall characteristics. M.H. Mohamed [23] 

studied 20 symmetric and non-symmetric airfoils and 

showed that S-1046 non-symmetric airfoil increased relative 

Cp by 26.83% compare to NACA airfoils. Also, the results 

obtained from a numerical study that was conducted  
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on different symmetric and asymmetric airfoil profiles 

showed that the LS(1)-0413 airfoil profile had the best Cp 

and the NACA 63-415 airfoil profile had the best operating 

range [24]. By changing the geometry of the airfoil and 

applying cavity layouts near the leading or trailing edge 

due to more effective flow control on the blades,  

the efficiency of the Darrieus turbine was improved [25].  

I. Paraschivoiu [26] used variable pitch control to gain  

a 27% relative increase in efficiency and better performance 

at low tip speed ratios. Inlet wind speed is one of  

the parameters affecting the performance of wind turbines, 

and the results showed that with increasing inlet wind 

speed, wind turbine power coefficient has also increased 

[27, 28]. Increasing this parameter on Cp was more evident 

in low TSRs [29]. Another effective parameter is the 

aspect ratio, which is the relation between rotor diameter 

and height (H/D). The results show that in the initial TSRs, 

Cp rose with an increasing aspect ratio[30]. Three-

dimensional results indicated that larger blades enhanced 

VAWT performance also, the presence of end plates with 

appropriate size improved H-type Darrieus VAWT 

performance [31]. Twisted blades were also a new method 

for Darrieus turbines, and converting the H-rotor turbine 

into a helical turbine increased efficiency and reduced 

rotor vibrations [32]. Also, the effect of different 

turbulence models on an innovative H-type Darrius 

VAWT with auxiliary blades was studied and the results 

showed that the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model 

performs better in low TSRs; however, the k-ω turbulence 

model in high TSRs has higher efficiency [33]. Another 

operating condition affecting the performance of H-type 

Darrius VAWT is the angle of attack. The effect of  

the angle of attack on a specific airfoil profile showed that 

the angle of attack from 0° to 12° leads to a wider jet 

frountier, while the trend is reversed from the angle of 

attack from 12° to 25° [34]. Furthermore, the higher jet 

flow velocity led to a smoother velocity profile around the 

blades, and also the higher jet flow velocity led to a weaker 

wake flow around the blade airfoil profile [35]. Flow 

controlling by co-flow jet’s airfoil had results in separation 

delay which increased the lift to drag ratio of airfoil [36]. 

The effect of helical angle and pitch angle, which affects 

the angle of attack and subsequently Cp values, was evaluated 

and the results showed that a pitch angle of  -2° and a helical 

angle of 0° had the highest efficiency [37]. Various methods 

have been adopted to analyze the performance of wind 

turbines. The MST method is another approach for  

the aerodynamic analysis of VAWTs. This method has 

been used to study the giant Sandia turbine[38]. The 

DMST method, which is more precise than the MST 

method, has been used to analyze the flow around VAWTs 

[39]. This method is used to study the design and aerodynamic 

parameters of a Gorlov VAWT [40]. A numerical analysis 

method with the help of QBlade commercial software has 

been performed on different types of wind turbines and the 

data is based on Xfoil numerical information [41]. 

Although the Qblade solution method and the DMST use 

potential solution, since the DMST data is derived from 

experimental results, it is more accurate than the Qblade 

adopted from Xfoil [42]. The most promising methods of 

numerical solution is a simulation based on Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) which is discretization of the 

Navier-Stokes equation. The CFD method is more 

accurate than the computational aerodynamics methods, 

which include a series of assumptions and simplifications in 

this model [43]. The CFD method has been used for various 

applications like numerical analysis of flow water [44]. 

Different methods can be used for CFD simulation, the 1D 

CFD solution is one of them which reduces the computational 

time [45]. The two-dimensional solution of CFD shows a better 

view of complex vortices, and prediction of dynamic stall 

than BEM method [46]. The 2D CFD method was studied  

to compare two different VAWTs with various geometries 

and operating conditions and the effect of wind speed  

on its aerodynamic behavior [17]. A precise 3D CFD 

solution has been performed to investigate the secondary 

flows and tip effects, and it has been observed that the 2D 

solution predicts more power due to reduced turbine 

performance by creating a vortexat the blade tips [47]. 

Various methods have been employed to optimize 

VAWTs. The Genetic algorithms was used to optimize  

the aerodynamics of the airfoil of a Darrieus turbine  

in different TSRs and the performance increase of 26.82% 

was achieved in the moderate TSR[48]. Another way of 

optimization was the DOE method. This method was adopted 

to find the optimal airfoil profile using control points  

for a Darrieus VAWT and it was shown that the most 

suitable airfoil increases power generation by 28%[49].  

The benefit DOE method is to prepare a systematic way 

for verifying the analytical results with more time 

effectiveness. In addition, it can be more robust in estimating 

each parameter and understanding the interactions between
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Table 1: Dimensions and main geometric characteristics of the simulated turbine rotor and stator 

 Quantity Value 

1 Number of blade 3 

2 Profile of blade NACA0021 

3 Length of chord 0.0858(m) 

4 Radius of  rotor 0.515(m) 

5 Height of blade 1( 2D simulation) 

6 Length of stator 25(m) 

7 Width of  stator 4(m) 

  

                                          

a                                                                                                                      b 

Fig 1: a) Schematic of the 3-bladed darrieus turbine with dimensions. b) schematic of the stator with dimensions 

 

them [50]. Sensitivity analysis, which is an important step 

in the analysis of wind turbines, has been performed 

between design parameters such as solidity, rotor diameter, 

airfoil shape and wind velocity[51]. The Kriging method is 

a widely used and accurate alternative model for response 

surface analysis. The relationship (response surface model) 

between the optimization objective (the highest value of 

power factor) and the design and operating parameters  

can be precisely defined based on the Kriging model [52].  

M. H. Ranjbar utilized the Kriging method to find optimal 

duct angles to maximize velocity in the throat [53]. 

In this study, a numerical analysis of the effect of 

various parameters, namely wind velocity, blade chord 

length, airfoil profile, and blade number, has been 

investigated on the efficiency, aerodynamic performance 

and self-starting ability of a H-rotor Darrieus VAWT.  

The novelty of this study is finding the optimal turbine 

geometry and operating conditions based on the conducted 

parametric CFD study in order to generate maximum 

power. Therefore, by adapting an appropriate optimization 

model, this aim will be achieved. Also, a brief insight  

into the self-starting ability which is a crucial issue  

in the Darrieus turbine has been provided.. Thus,  

the 2D-CFD simulation, suitable for H-type Darrieus 

VAWTs, has been performed. The analysis is conducted 

by commercial software, ANSYS Fluent and finally,  

by adopting the Kriging method, an optimized geometry 

was selected with the highest efficiency. 

 

THEORETICAL SECTION 

Problem description and solution strategy 

In this numerical 2D study, a Darrieus VAWT was 

considered as a prototype. The aerodynamics of this turbine 

were studied; therefore, the arms and shafts were omitted. 

All blade profiles inside the Rotor sub-domain area  

of 0.4(m) diameter were enclosed in a control circle. 

Unlike the interface, it does not have any physical 

significance. It aimed to prepare an accurate dimensional 

control of the grid elements around rotor blades.  

Also, a rectangular is considered as the stator.  

The geometric features of the rotor and stator considered 

by M. Raciti Castelli et al. [54] are summarized  

in Table 1. 

The geometry of the rotor and stator is shown in Fig 1, 

and the dimensions and characteristics of turbine and stator 

are given in Table 1. 
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a                                                                      b                                                                       c  

Fig 2: a) Rotor mesh, b) Sub-domain mesh and c) Airfoil boundary layers and mesh 

 

In this simulation, an unstructured grid was chosen, 

and the mesh motion approach was adopted to simulate  

the rotor motion. Also, the all triangles method was used 

for the rotor and stator domains. To improve the CFD 

results, the rotor and stator interface as well as the sub-

domain and rotor interface, are proportionally sized. Also, 

for more precise CFD results and to capture the effects  

of flow separation around the blades, especiwally near  

the leading and trailing edge, a suitable grid size and 

boundary layer mesh, which contains 10 layers with  

a growth factor of 1.1, were adopted.  Mesh is shown in Fig 2. 

 

Governing equations 

In  this CFD analysis, the Navier-Stokes equation 

simulates the flow around the Darrieus turbine rotor, 

Reynolds averaging is used, and the velocity is divided into 

two terms, �̅� and u, , which are averaged and the fluctuating 

velocity. Also, equations 3 and 4 represent the Unsteady 

Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (URANS) [55]. 
 

𝑢 =
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑢(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑇
[55] (1) 

𝑢′ = 𝑢 − 𝑢 [55] (2) 

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= 0 [55] (3) 

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
= −

1

𝜌

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ 𝜈

𝜕2𝑢𝑖

𝜕2𝑥𝑗
2 − 𝑢𝑗

′ 𝜕𝑢𝑖
′

𝜕𝑥𝑗
 [55] 

(4) 

 

Where u is the velocity of fluid flow  (m/s) in the x-direction, 

p is pressure (Pa), and ρ (kg/m3) is the fluid density.  

Choosing the Turbulence model is crucial due to flow 

separation and great pressure gradient, which remarkably 

impact CFD results. Several commonly used turbulence 

models include k-ε, k-ω, and SST transition. These models 

use the Boussinesq assumption shown in Equation (5)  

for Reynolds stresses [56]. 

τij=2μ
t
(Sij-

1

3

∂uk

∂xk
δij) -

2

3
ρkδij [56]  (5) 

𝑆𝑖𝑗 =
1

2
(

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
)[56]  

(6) 

The k-ω SST model was used because this model can 

reduce computational costs. Also, this approach is widely 

used for modeling the flow around turbomachines; also, 

the k-ω SST equations for applications near wall regions 

are suitable [57]. These models are based on transport 

equations for the turbulence kinetic energy, k, and its 

dissipation rate ω. It is a two-equation model, which 

includes two extra transport equations to represent the 

turbulent properties of the flow. This allows a two-

equation model to account for history effects like 

convection and diffusion of turbulent energy. The model 

uses the following transport equations: 

Dk

Dt
=P-β*

ρωk+
∂

∂xj
[(μ+σk

ρk

ω
)

∂k

∂xj
] [56] 

(7) 

Dω

Dt
=

γω

k
P-βρω2+

∂

∂xj
[(μ+σω

ρk

ω
)

∂ω

∂xj
][56] 

(8) 

The ꞷ determines the scale of the turbulence, whereas, 

k, determines the energy in the turbulence. 

𝑃 = 𝜏𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[56] (9) 

 Where P is turbulence-energy production and 

𝜏𝑖𝑗derived from Equations (5) and (6). 

The turbulent viscosity is assumed from the below 

equation: 
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Table 2: Constants of model k-ω [58] 

𝐶𝜇 𝜎𝑘  𝜎𝜔  𝛽∗ 𝛽 𝛾 

0.9 0.5 0.5 0.09 0.072 0.52 

 
Fig 3: Cp values from CFD simulation compared with the 

experimental study results 

 

𝜇𝑡 =
𝜌𝑘

𝜔
[56] (10) 

The other parameters of the above equation are obtained 

from Table 2. 

The γ coefficient was selected to obtain the appropriate 

value for the von Karmen constant (κ ≈ 0.41), via  

the Expression (11): 

𝛾 =
𝛽

𝛽∗ −
𝜎𝜔𝑘2

√𝛽∗
[56] (11) 

 The tip speed ratio is the ratio between the blade tip 

speed and the wind speed (Vw). [55]. 

𝑇𝑆𝑅 =
𝑅×𝜔

𝑉𝑖𝑛
 [55] (12) 

Where R is the radius and 𝜔 is the angular velocity  

of the rotor. 

The power coefficient (Cp), which is the relation 

between the product of rotor torque and angular velocity 

with wind power, can be written as follows: 

𝐶𝑃 =
𝑃

1

2
𝜌𝐴𝑉𝑖𝑛

3  [59] (13) 

Where ρ (kg/m3) wind densities, Vin (m/s) is wind 

speeds entering the turbine, T (N.m) is turbine torque, P (W) 

is the extractable power, and A (m2) is the swept area.  

The aerodynamic performance and operating TSR range 

of turbine highly depends on solidity, was defined as:  

𝜎 = 𝑛𝑐/𝑅 [42] (14) 

Which n is the number of blades, and c is the blade 

chord length. 

Numerical modeling and simulation 

 Boundary condition 

For this 2D-CFD simulation, the unsteady Reynolds-

averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) commercial solver 

Ansys Fluent v. 21 was chosen. Due to interactions 

between the blade's movement and the wake flow and 

the unsteady nature of the problem, the transient 

approach was performed. The inlet of the stator (left 

side of domain in Fig 1b) is defined as the boundary 

condition of the velocity inlet. The stator outlet (right 

side of the domain in Fig 1b) is considered the pressure 

outlet. The sides of the stator are set as symmetry. The 

rotor interface is appropriately coupled to the stator 

interface by sliding mesh approach, and the interfaces 

of sub-domains are coupled with the rotor. In this 

numerical study SIMPLE scheme is adopted, and 

second order upwind spatial discretization was obtained 

for pressure, momentum, and turbulence equations. 

Also, the absolute convergence criteria for residuals 

were set to 10-6. Also, the global CPU time was 

approximately about 4-5h for converging. 

 

Validation and grid independence 

The experimental study of a 3-bladed Darrieus turbine 

conducted by Castelli et al. [54] was selected. The inlet 

velocity of 9(m/s) was adopted in a wind tunnel to carry 

out the experimental test. The output numerical results 

were compared to experimental study data at 4 different 

TSRs to verify the current 2D-CFD study. The validation 

results for Cp are shown in Fig 3.  

As shown in Fig 3, the numerical simulation results had 

an acceptable agreement with the experimental study 

results; therefore, the method of numerical analysis is 

reliable. The maximum and minimum Cp error is related  

to the λ=1.5 and λ=3 with 380% and 12% error, 

respectively. At λ=1.5, the experimental turbine power is 

close to zero however, the 2D simulation predicts a slightly 

higher value. The cause of the difference in 2D numerical 

simulation is due to the lack of prediction of blade tip 

vortices and ignorance of turbine arms and rods in simulation. 

In the next step, the grid independence was performed; 

thus, the mesh around the 3 sub-domains, rotor domain,  
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Table 3:  Grid independence analysis 

 Case Cp value 

1 Case 1 0.175 

2 Case 2 0.201 

3 Case 3 0.192 

 

 
Fig 4: Effect of free wind velocity on Cp  

 

and airfoil profiles which significantly impacted the results, 

was gradually made smaller, and the Cp at TSR=2. Three 

different cases were considered to study grid 

independence. The total number of grids in the first, 

second and third cases was 255000, 370000, and 570000, 

respectively. Cp values at TSR=2 are given in Table 3. 

As shown in Table 3, the Cp values are not significantly 

different in four cases. The Cp value of the second and third 

case is 12% and 9% higher than the first case. As a result, 

the numerical solution does not depend on the number of 

grids. Case 1 has obtained more accurate results with  

a lower mesh number. Therefore, for lowering 

computational time, Case 1 was selected for the following 

simulation 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, based on the effectivity of free wind 

velocity, blade chord length, blade number, and blade 

airfoil profile on the efficiency of wind turbines, 

mentioned parameters are numerically analyzed.  

 

Effect of free wind velocity 

The effect of Vin on the Cp of H-type Darrieus VAWT 

is inspected for variousTSR values with the inlet velocity 

range from 6(m/s) to 12(m/s). The blades Reynolds 

number are 35k, 53K and 70k corresponding to inlet 

velocity of 6, 9 and 12 (m/s). The results are illustrated  

in Fig 4. 

As the results show, the Cp value is negligible in small 

TSR values in all cases, so an initial torque is required  

to start the turbine. Also, the Cp values increase with 

mounting free wind velocity; in other words, the turbine 

output power increases with rising free wind velocity. 

Notably, the growth rate of Cp in small TSR values was 

more than in large TSR values. Finally, the highest value 

of power coefficient was equal to 0.4, which occurred  

in Vin = 12(m/s) and TSR = 2.5. For a better understanding, 

the velocity contour plots for the three free wind velocities 

are shown at TSR=2.5 in Fig 5. 

According to the contours, the wake flow in the 

downstream area of the turbine rotor was much stronger 

and longer when the free wind velocity was 12(m/s) 

compared to when its velocity value was 6(m/s) and 9(m/s) 

which is indicating the more wind energy extraction. Also, 

when the free wind velocity is high, the unfavorable 

pressure gradient upstream of the turbine rotor is reduced, 

which intensifies in the downstream zone wake flow. 

Obviously, by increasing the free wind velocity value,  

the flow velocity passing through the upper and lower 

areas of the turbine rotor has increased and subsequently 

leads to an increase in torque values in this condition. Also, 

the turbine torque was plotted as a function of azimuth 

angle at TSR = 2.5 to show the rotor torque in a rotation. 

The results are shown in Fig 6. 

The results showed that free wind velocity increased 

rotor torque at each azimuth angle. Also, TSR = 2.5 and 

Vin=12 m/s, which is the highest torque value, indicate  

the maximum output power in this condition. However,  

it should be noted that the increase in free wind velocity, 

which helps Reynolds number growth, could not 

significantly increase torque and Cp value. 

 

Effect of blade chord length 

In this part, the impact of blade chord length on the turbine 

performance was evaluated, and values of 0.085 (m), 0.15 (m), 

and 0.2 (m) were considered as blade chord length. Fig 7 

shows the Cp vs. TSR . 

As it is clear from the results, the amount of Cp has 

increased remarkably with increasing the chord length. 

The maximum value of Cp is obtained at TSR=2.5, around 

0.55, corresponding to the chord length of 0.2(m). The Cp 

value of blade chord length of 0.15(m) and 0.2(m) 

increased about 37% and 57%, respectively. Also, with 

growing blade chord length, turbine solidity increased;  
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Fig :5 Velocity contour plots for rotor with varying free wind velocity at TSR=2.5 

 

 
Fig 6: Torque plot for different free wind velocities at TSR 2.5 

 
Fig 7: Cp values for different blade chord lengths 
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Fig 8: Velocity contour plots for rotors with different chord lengths at TSR=2.5 

 

thus, wind flow involved a larger cross-section  

of the turbine blades, resulting in higher wind turbine 

efficiency. Also, velocity contour diagrams for the three 

diverse structures of various blade chord length are illustrated  

at TSR=2.5 in Fig 8. 

From the above contour plots and their widespread 

wake flow, the significant solidity impact prompted  

by the substituting in blade chord length was clearly 

observed. Pertaining that the turbine solidity raises by the 

blade chord length, the downstream wake zone of the turbine 

becomes more extreme in making an extended and low-

velocity wake flow because the rotor obstructed much of  
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Fig 9: Torque plot for different blade chord lengths at TSR 2.5 

 

 
Fig 10: Cp values for different blade number 

 

the incoming wind stream. As a result, the formed wake 

flow at the turbine upstream causes a lack of access of the 

blade at downstream to the clear flow which reduces blade 

torque production in this region. This causes the front 

section of the rotor to be more near-stagnation than the 

rotors with lower solidity. This condition decreases the 

wind velocity and creates an unfavorable pressure gradient 

growth at upstream, which contributes to a noticeable wake 

flow formation right behind the rotor. However, this wake 

flow caused a more intense favorable pressure gradient 

upstream and downstream of the rotor, which increased  

the airflow velocity on the rotor and resulted in a higher axial 

velocity and higher Cp for the high-solidity turbine. Also,  

Fig 9 illustrates the turbine torque as a function of azimuth 

angle, and its graph was plotted at TSR = 2.5. 

A turbine with a higher chord length and solidity produces 

more torque. This condition indicates greater extractable power 

and lower initial torque value to operate a turbine. 

 

Effect number of blades 

In this chapter, the influence of blade number on the 

turbine performance was studied for a turbine with 3, 4, 

and 5 blades. The results of the Cp value for different blade 

number are shown in Fig 10. 

Regarding the details of Fig 10 in small TSRs, the Cp 

values for five-bladed and four-bladed turbines were 67% 

and 44% higher than three-bladed turbines, respectively, 

and helped turbine self-starting. Also, the increasing trend 

stopped at higher TSRs, and the three-bladed turbine 

showed better performance.  The Cp values of five and four  

blades’ turbines were 27% and 8% lower than the Cp 

values of the 3-bladed turbine at TSR=2.5. Velocity 

contour diagrams for rotors configuration with different 

blade number at TSR=2.5 are shown in Fig 11. 

The results obtained from Fig 11 showed that the 

number of turbine blades significantly affects its solidity 

and the wake flow generated at downstream of the turbine. 

This is due to the turbine with a higher blade number  

in high rotational speed creating intensive vortices and 

wake regime within the rotor, resulting in significant 

power generation reduction. However, its effect is 

generally different from changing blade chord length 

effect. The rotor with higher solidity impeded the 

incoming flow; therefore, it stretched the frontal stagnation 

area forward. In other words, it developed an unpleasant 

pressure gradient whereas it caused acutely dispersing 

incoming flow onto the sides of the rotor, which caused  

a favorable pressure gradient. It should be noted that the 

intense wake region in the space between the turbine 

blades and high produced side velocity due to the solidity 

can weaken the four and five-bladed rotor performance  

in higher TSR values. The turbine torque as a function  

of azimuth angle was plotted in Fig 12 at TSR = 2.5. 

The four-bladed and five-bladed rotors underwent low and 

fluctuating treatment among a thorough turbine rotation at 

TSR=2.5. These intensive fluctuations and low torque values 

related to four and five-bladed turbines are attributed to more 

blade to blade interaction, and the single blade wake region, 

remained between rotor blades, diminishing the function  

of the second blade; as a result, torque and also Cp values 

decreased remarkably in high TSR values. 

 

Effect of airfoil profile 

To discuss the influence of the blade airfoil profile  

on the turbine performance, The numerical modeling  

was carried out for three symmetrical airfoils, namely 

NACA 0015, NACA 0018, and NACA 0021, and the output 

data for Cp values of mentioned  airfoil profiles at varying 

TSRs are shown in Fig 13. 
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Fig 11: Velocity contour plots for rotors with the varying number of blades at TSR=2.5 

 

 
Fig 12: Torque plot for different blade number at TSR 2.5 

 
Fig 13 :Cp Values for different NACA airfoil profiles 
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Fig 14: Velocity contour plots for rotors with different blade airfoil at TSR=2.5 

 

The results showed that the performance of the 

Darrieus turbine was maximum when the NACA 0021 

airfoil profile was selected for the design and the 

maximum Cp value of the NACA 0021 airfoil at 

TSR=2.5 is 19% and 32% higher than the NACA 0018 

and NACA 0015 airfoil profiles, respectively. As  

a result, due to the larger amount of Cp associated with 

the NACA 0021 airfoil profile in small TSRs, less initial 

torque is required for the initial rotation of the rotor, and 

it is more suitable for design.  Also, velocity contour 

plots for various rotor blade airfoil profiles at TSR=2.5 

are shown in Fig 14. 
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Fig 15: Comparison of various NACA airfoils employed with their thickness 

 

 
Fig 16: Torque plot for different NACA airfoil profiles TSR 2.5 

 

Regarding contour plots, in the turbine with 

NACA0018 and NACA0015 configuration, an intense 

wake region dispersed significantly between rotor 

blades, and a negative pressure gradient can also be 

sensible in front of the rotor with NACA0018 design, 

which led to a decline in Cp value. Another critical point 

is that the thickness of the NACA0021 airfoil profile is 

greater than the other two airfoil profiles, which have 

shown in Fig 15; therefore, the flow streamlines are in 

contact with a larger cross-section and end up reducing 

the unfavorable vortex trapped at the trailing edge 

of the airfoil and increasing efficiency. However, higher 

blade thickness in high TSRs forms a strong wake around 

the blades, causing a Cp drop. 

As can be seen from Fig 16, all three rotors with 

different configurations have experienced severe 

oscillations in one rotation. Also, the rotor designed with 

the NACA0021 airfoil profile had the highest maximum 

torque during a complete rotation; however, this difference 

in the amount of torque was not significant. 

 

Optimization            

For the optimization process, the design of experiments 

approach (DOE) was applied as a methodology to investigate 

the impacts of different design and operating parameters  

that were discussed in the previous section. The main goal  

of the DOE approach is to choose each geometrical parameter 

to define the shape design space well. Considering the rather 

insignificant number of control points, a factorial method  

is suitable for this approach[49]. For optimization with these 

methods, there are different optimization techniques namely 

Mixture design, Taguchi, and Response Surface 

Methodology (RSC), the first method is for the formulation, 

the second solution is for process conditions, and the third one 

has simultaneous application for both process and 

formulation changes [60]. Since the experiment steps  

were pre-designed and the effects of various parameters  

were investigated, the DOE method was set to custom mode. 

In the response surface section, different methods were 

examined. According to the observation of the existing errors, 

the Kriging method with variable Kernel variation type  

was the most optimal and accurate mode. 

Figs 17 to 19 are shown the results of the response 

surface in different conditions based on Kriging method. 

According to the above diagrams, the best power 

coefficient was illustrated at about 0.58. The sensitivity 

coefficient of the parameters was obtained, and that is shown 

in Fig 20.  

According to Fig 20, the TSR value had the highest, 

and inlet velocity had an almost negligible sensitivity on 

the power coefficient of the turbine at 38.19% and 11.2%, 

respectively. Among four influential factors discussed 

previously, this issue proved that blade chord length was 

the most impressive factor. In other meaning sensitivity  

of this factor is approximately 19.36%. 

Finally, the optimal operating conditions were determined 

after the optimization process with the mentioned method, 

which is given in Table 5. 
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Table 4: Goodness of fit 

Model Coefficient of Determination Root Mean Square Error 

Kriging 1 5.4758e-9 

 

 
Fig 17: Cp based on TSR and different blade number 

 

 
Fig 18: Cp based on TSR and different chord length 

 

 
Fig 19: Cp based on TSR and different inlet velocities 

 

 
Fig 20: Local sensitivity 

Table 5: Operating conditions of the optimal geometry 

 Quantity Value 

1 Chord Length 0.2 (m) 

2 Velocity Inlet 12 (m/s) 

3 TSR 2.5 

4 Airfoil Profiles NACA0021 

5 Blade Number 3 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, a numerical simulation based on the CFD 

method was performed for the aerodynamic design of 

Darrieus VAWT using ANSYS Fluent software. A 2D rotor 

is considered to represent a severed section of the 3D rotor, 

separated into three areas namely stator, which was  

the stationary zone, the rotor domain, which was considered 

as rotating area, and sub-domains which were around  

the airfoils and their rotating were dependent on the rotor.  

The results showed that with increasing wind speed, which 

also leads to an increase in Reynolds number, Cp has risen 

continuously. It is noteworthy that the effect of increasing  

the value of the inlet wind velocity on increasing the Cp at low 

TSR values was more significant. Also, the study on the blade 

chord length showed that higher values of this parameter 

improved the turbine performance at all TSR values , and by 

increasing the chord length, initial turbine torque was boosted. 

By adding blade number, the solidity can be increased, and 

relevantly larger Cp values are gained in low TSRs. Moreover, 

less initial torque is required to begin rotation. However,  

with increasing TSR values, the turbine with fewer blades 

was more efficient. At the maximum TSR value, the torque 

of the 3-bladed turbine in a complete cycle was higher than 

other configurations. Also, the effect of the blade to blade 

interaction and the number of blades on the wake flow 

intensity in rotor downstream zone and in the space between 

the turbine blades shows that although the number of blades 

increases solidity like blade chord length, the effect of blade 

number was different with chord length. It means that 

increasing the number of rotor blades does not have a steady 

upward trend like increasing the blade chord length for Cp 

value as a function of TSR. The investigation of the airfoil 

profile showed that the highest torque and Cp values were obtained 

for the turbine with the NACA0021 airfoil profile due to its 

higher thickness. It is notable that, an augment in blade chord 

length, number of blades, and blade thickness contributes  

to wake flow formation, especially in high rotational speed. 

Finally, the Kriging optimization model suggests that  

3-bladed turbine with c=0.2 (m), NACA 0021 airfoil and 
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Vin=12 (m/s) operating at TSR=2.5, will attain the maximum 

Cp value. 

 

Nomenclature 

Symbols  

Vin Inlet flow velocity (m/s) 

T Torque (N.m) 

P Output power  (W) 

R Rotor radius (m) 

A Swept Area (m2) 

Cp Power coefficient 

Cm Torque coefficient 

c Blade chord (m) 

n Number of blades 

Greek  

µ Viscosity (Pa.s) 

ω Angular velocity (rad/s) 

ρ Density (kg/m3) 

σ Solidity 

Subscript  

t Turbulence 

w Free wind flow 

Abbreviations  

VAWT Vertical axis wind turbine 

HAWT Horizontal axis wind turbine 

CFD Computational fluid dynamic 

DMST Double multi-stream tube  

MST Multi-stream tube 

URANS 
Unsteady Reynolds averaged Naive 

Stokes  

TSR Tip speed ratio 

DOE Design of experiments 
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